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Made

Here are things I've created myself.










2023-05-30: Portfolio
FCC logo symbol
I designed the symbol for FCC's logo



2023-05-29: Portfolio
Boardgaming animals



2023-05-08: Portfolio
Industrial robots
An illustration with two industrial robots for FCC



2023-05-08: Portfolio
Insidan - Office room booking system
The office room booking system I created for FCC as a Wordpress plugin



2023-05-08: Portfolio
Insidan - Conference room booking system
The conference room booking system I created for FCC as a Wordpress plugin


2023-05-08: Site News
Quote update
 I've updated the pages Quotes From Me and Quotes From the Internet.


2022-12-01: Site News
Christmas Squirrel cookie cutters
To aid everyone who's making squirrel-shaped ginger bread cookies this Christmas, I've added a page with squirrel cookie cutters that can be 3d printed.



2016-05-02: Site News
Play Reversi!
I added a Reversi (a.k.a. Othello) game to my site. The AI will improve in a few weeks, once the genetic algorithm I've written has had time to optimize the parameters.


2016-02-24: Site News
Site update
There's a new page about my favorite illustrators, a page about my Java games (although it's difficult to get Java applets to run in browsers nowadays), I've added a cake recipe (in Swedish), and there's a new image in the portfolio.

I've made some corrections to the site code; some minor functions are still missing, but as of this update, the site seems to be working more or less as it should, and I'll start concentrating on adding more content.

Also: It turns out I had forgotten to include the file responsible for saving portfolio image ratings. Go rate my portfolio images!



2016-02-22: Portfolio
Elvis
A caricature for Caricaturama Showdown 3000



2015-04-24: Journal
I bought some comics!
I received a package today! For the first time in a long while, I've ordered comics from Yesasia and Amazon, including Åsa Ekström's new book about culture clashes and misadventures in Japan. Now all I need to do is to learn these stupid languages.


2014-12-23: Site News
Site redesign
I decided to switch to a new layout before everything was ready, partly to force myself to finally get it done, and partly to stress myself out for no good reason. Come back in a week or so, and I'll have much more content up. You should probably be celebrating Christmas now anyway.



2014-04-26: Portfolio
Example layout
An unused layout for a project



2014-04-26: Portfolio
Example layout 2
An unused layout for a project



2014-03-18: Portfolio
Judi Dench
A caricature for Caricaturama Showdown 3000



2013-11-01: Portfolio
Crow girl



2013-05-23: Portfolio
Pig robot
My friend Anna likes pigs and robots.



2012-12-01: Portfolio
Nothing Personal
Cards for the board game Nothing Personal



2012-11-01: Portfolio
Big Mary



2012-09-28: Portfolio
Bette Davis
A caricature for Caricaturama Showdown 3000
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Fun or interesting things from the internet.









2024-02-29: Link blog
EMO: Emote Portrait Alive
“Input a single reference image and the vocal audio, e.g. talking and singing, our method can generate vocal avatar videos with expressive facial expressions, and various head poses, meanwhile, we can generate videos with any duration depending on the length of input video.

		
		

2024-02-17: Music diary
Henning - Shangri La
		
		

2024-02-16: Link blog
Creating video from text
“Sora is an AI model that can create realistic and imaginative scenes from text instructions.

		
		

2024-02-04: Music diary
Levi Doron - Never Fade Away (80s Cover)
		
		

2024-01-30: Link blog
'Obelisks': Entirely New Class of Life Has Been Found in The Human Digestive System
“Stanford University biologist Ivan Zheludev and colleagues argue their strange discovery may not be viruses at all, but instead an entirely new group of entities that may help bridge the ancient gap between the simplest genetic molecules and more complex viruses.

"Obelisks comprise a class of diverse RNAs that have colonized, and gone unnoticed in, human, and global microbiomes," the researchers write in a preprint paper.

		
		

2024-01-27: Link blog
LUMIERE - A Space-Time Diffusion Model for Video Generation
“We introduce Lumiere -- a text-to-video diffusion model designed for  synthesizing videos that portray realistic, diverse and coherent motion  -- a pivotal challenge in video synthesis.

		
		

2024-01-17: Link blog
Can astrology predict life outcomes? We tested it.
“In our data Astrological sun signs had literally zero predictive ability across all 37 outcomes. The correlation coefficients, or ‘r values’, were all 0, meaning that the zodiac signs had no ability whatsoever to predict any of the 37 outcomes! 

Could it just be that these life outcomes are inherently unpredictable, so our study results tell us just about the unpredictability of life itself, rather than about the effectiveness of astrology? No, because we also collected the Big 5 personality test scores of our study participants, and as the chart below shows, using personality scores, we were able to predict life outcomes with a decent level of reliability. So the issue is not that these life outcomes are wholly unpredictable - it's that zodiac signs can't be used to predict them. 

		
		

2023-12-02: Music diary
Shuggie Otis - Strawberry Letter 23
		
		


2023-10-29: Link blog
Making Chat (ro)Bots
[scq]We created a robot tour guide using Spot integrated with Chat GPT

		
		

2023-10-20: Music diary
Dave Brubeck Quartet - Koto Song (Live in Belgium 1964)
		
		

2023-10-14: Link blog
Specification gaming examples in AI
A recently updated list of examples of how AI models have exploited loopholes in the task specification or environment to achieve their goals.

		
		

2023-10-09: Music diary
Henry Mancini - Lujon
		
		

2023-10-09: Music diary
John Mayer - New Light
		
		

2023-06-18: Link blog
Four alarming charts that show just how extreme the climate is right now
 “I know there are a million people sharing temperature anomaly charts and maps lately, but there's a good reason for that. This is totally bonkers and people who look at this stuff routinely can't believe their eyes. Something very weird is happening.

		
		

2023-05-23: Link blog
Adobe Firefly
“Firefly is our creative generative AI engine. It’s just landed in Adobe Photoshop.

		
		

2023-05-20: Link blog
Drag Your GAN: Interactive Point-based Manipulation on the Generative Image Manifold
“Through DragGAN, anyone can deform an image with precise control over where pixels go, thus manipulating the pose, shape, expression, and layout of diverse categories such as animals, cars, humans, landscapes, etc. As these manipulations are performed on the learned generative image manifold of a GAN, they tend to produce realistic outputs even for challenging scenarios such as hallucinating occluded content and deforming shapes that consistently follow the object's rigidity. 

		
		

2023-05-11: Music diary
Ibrahim Maalouf - True Sorry
		
		

2023-03-14: Link blog
GPT-4
“Announcing GPT-4, a large multimodal model, with our best-ever results on capabilities and alignment.

		
		

2023-02-14: Music diary
Agnes Obel - Fuel To Fire
		
		

2023-02-05: Link blog
An Infinity of Choices
“So I like the idea of being stingy with our goals for the new year. Make that New Year’s resolution to listen to fewer podcasts, to travel less, to never go camping. Pick things you explicitly won’t do. Your time is finite. A new year is not the time to pursue infinite goals; it’s a time to pick the important ones. And not everything can be important.
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